KEILHAUER DEBUTS THE BUNCHA COLLECTION: Versatile, modern, sustainable designs
that are easy to configure to the unique needs of your work environment

Keilhauer builds the Buncha table in a range of
shapes and sizes, with options including casters
and power to the table.

The Buncha chair – Keilhauer’s first nesting chair –
complements the table range with a striking palette of
colors, and options including castors and a foldaway
tablet top

April 24, 2019 (Toronto) – Make the most of your space, with Buncha – a new collection of
modern office furniture from Keilhauer. Ideal for training rooms, but equally at home in
meeting rooms or other shared spaces, Buncha introduces a range of custom tables and a
space-saving nesting chair designed to fit to your space and style.

“Every office environment has unique needs – from the size of the space to the way
that people use it – so why take a ‘one size fits all’ approach to the furniture you
need to get the job done?” said Mike Keilhauer, President, Keilhauer. “That’s the
philosophy behind Buncha – a straight forward collection that can be easily
configured to ensure that your office furniture works for your unique situation.”
The Buncha Table (designed by DSA Todd Babick, made by Keilhauer) offered in seven
different shapes and a variety of sizes – including squares, rectangles, circles, and ovals in a
range of depths and lengths, to presentation tables and conference corner pieces. In all,
Keilhauer offers more than three-dozen combinations of shapes and sizes, in a variety of
tabletop and leg finishes.
Each table features simple, clean lines for a modern look, plus a durable and attractive
laminate top that’s easy to clean. Tables may be customized with in-table power bars,
featuring cables and cords safely and stylishly tucked out of the way inside the legs. Tables

may also be fitted with castors to make them even easier to move. Select models may be
fitted with front modesty panels.
The Buncha Chair (designed by Aaron Duke, made by Keilhauer) is Keilhauer’s first nesting
chair. When deployed, it’s a comfortable and stylish design available in a range of colors. The
chair rests on a four-leg aluminum base and casters and may be customized with an optional
laminate tablet top for easy note-taking. And when it’s not needed, the chair takes up
minimal floor space, thanks to a fold-up seat that allows the chairs to nest together with no
lifting required.
What’s more, all furniture in the Buncha collection has been sustainably designed with the
forward thinking, environmentally conscious office in mind. Keilhauer believes the health of
people is directly related to the health of the product, which is why the company’s designers,
engineers and sustainability experts work closely to ensure that all products are developed
with the utmost care for its employees, its customers and the environment. All of the
materials used in Keilhauer products are assessed against a number of rigorous hazard lists
to ensure that they only contain benign, healthy, materials that are safe for the people who
will use them.
The Buncha collection is manufactured without the use of PVC, Red List chemicals or flame
retardants that produce off-gassing and are a contributing factor to poor air quality. Buncha
tables achieve BIFMA LEVEL 2 certification and seating achieves BIFMA LEVEL 2 certification
and SCS Indoor Advantage Gold for indoor air quality. The products are also manufactured
using recycled material and Forest Stewardship Council ® (FSC ® C117042) Certified wood,
ensuring the materials used contribute to the sustainable management of the world’s
forests.
Like all Keilhauer products, the Buncha collection is built with the highest quality materials
and is manufactured to last. The collection is also designed to enable the highest recovery of
materials, meaning the products can be disassembled and recycled with ease to support the
conservation of natural resources, save energy, and contribute to a sustainable economy.
(For full certification details please visit: www.keilhauer.com/sustainability)

ABOUT KEILHAUER
Founded in 1981, Keilhauer is a privately owned, design focused contract furniture
manufacturer. Keilhauer manufactures seating and tables for all the areas of the
organization where there is an exchange of ideas. Keilhauer products are thoughtfully made
to support communication and engagement in spaces such as meeting rooms, collaboration
areas, lobbies and lunchrooms. Working with world-renowned furniture designers, Keilhauer
is internationally recognized for award-winning design, built with extreme craftsmanship, to
the highest environmental standards. The company is headquartered in Toronto, Ontario. For
more information, please visit Keilhauer.com.
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